Connecting Audio Interfaces to Lightspeed Equipment

Use the audio/ALD output from a Lightspeed base unit (Access Link/ Multimike or Redcat Access or 955), Activate Station or Media Connector to the audio input on the USB audio interface.

Use the audio input on the Lightspeed base unit (Access Link/ Multimike and Redcat Access or 955), Activate charging station or Media Connector to connect to the audio output of the USB audio interface.

The Soundblaster Play 3, Sabrent model AU-EMCB and Syba model SD-CM-UAUD audio interfaces were tested without any issues with the chrome OS. It is easy to set up a Google hangout or Zoom meeting on the chromebook and have students join in remotely from their location. Each remote user needs to be reminded that they are responsible for muting and unmuting their own audio.

The audio input on Mic 2 can also be used if the teacher wants to be able to mute the input from the remote viewers.